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Head-on collision
leaves two dead
CSUF student Jessica Shekell was
driving the wrong way on the
freeway before colliding with another vehicle yesterday morning
By Skylar Smith

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

Photo By Jeff LAMbert/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
Dave Cooling, Arjun Cardoza and Alyssa Twitchell work together to get a sailboat ready to sail last Saturday morning in Long Beach.

Titan sailors hone skills at Long Beach
By Portia Bode

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

The waves are a solid 30 feet high and
sailors are going over the tops before
dropping down on the other side. Boats
are capsizing left and right. The wind
starts to pick up again. With feet strapped
into the boat, bodies leaning back as far
as possible, their weight works as leverage
to counteract the boat from tipping over.
Last February in Santa Barbara,
CSUF’s Sailing Club president, Arjun
Cardoza, and team member Ryan Wong,
a business marketing junior, battled the
waves in a sailing race against USC,
UCLA, UCSB and other major Southern
California universities.
The thing about sailing is it’s based on
the wind – if there’s no wind, it’s not that
exciting; but when there is a lot of wind,
it gets very exciting, Cardoza said.
Cardoza said he works hard to train
the team in order to ensure its success after he graduates in May of 2010.

To prepare the members before they
head out onto the water, they practice
with oars and brush up on terminology.
For example, “starboard tack” means
the wind is hitting the right side of the
boat. “Port tack” means the wind is hitting the left side of the boat. “Starboard
tack” has the right of way, Cardoza explained.
Athleticism is another aspect of sailing.
Cardoza explained that there is a lot of
shifting of body weight, also called “keeling over.” Sometimes it happens quite
abruptly because the boat may turn over
on its side if enough weight isn’t applied.
If the boat tips, sailors have to jump back
in. Sometimes to counteract the wind,
sailors have to place all of their body
weight onto one side of the boat to keep
the craft balanced. If they put too much
weight to one side and the wind dies,
then they fall out of the boat and have to
jump back in.
The more afraid you are of getting wet,
the more likely you are to fall in, Cardoza
said.

The team heads out to Long Beach
most Saturdays, where they practice for
four hours. To practice, they maneuver
around two buoys.
Alyssa Twitchell, a junior economics
major, joined the team this semester and
is also the clubs promoter. She said she
wants to stay in the club until she graduates and wants to take more responsibility in future semesters.
“It’s so much fun. It’s an adrenaline
rush being out there. Racing with your
team is an amazing, fun learning experience,” Twitchell said.
Twitchell is also the club’s promoter.
Dave Cooley, club treasurer and junior
criminal justice major said that joining
the club has been a “really good experience, and it is great for beginners because
you learn the basics.”
Cardoza, who founded the sailing team
in spring of 2008 said, “I want this club
to grow. I want to see it become something that has some presence on campus
like some of the teams that we compete
with (at other universities).”

Two San Bernardino women were killed
Monday when an alleged drunk driver crashed
into their Chevy Silverado head-on while driving west in the eastbound lane of the 91 freeway.
Jessica Shekell, 21, a Fullerton resident and
Cal State Fullerton freshman transfer majoring
in sociology, was driving west in the eastbound
Fast Trak express lane in her 2003 Toyota Tundra
when she collided
head-on with the
Silverado which
Sally Miguel, 44,
was driving eastbound.
Shekell
was sent to UCI
Medical Center.
Also riding in
the Silverado was
Patricia Miguel,
30, who sat in
the passenger seat
while nieces Sara
Miguel, 11, and
Mary Miguel, 15,
sat in the backseat. Sally Miguel
Jessica Shekell
died on the scene
and Patricia died
shortly after arriving at the hospital.
The two nieces, Sara who received major injuries, and Mary who received moderate injuries,
are currently being held at separate hospitals,
one of them being UCI Medical Center.
John Murray, head of media relations at UCI
Medical Center, said Shekell is currently in “fair
condition” and that one of the Miguel girls is
also in that hospital, however, because they are
both juveniles, he cannot say which girl.
The accident occurred at 3:02 a.m., right after a report came into the California Highway

Patrol about a driver going the wrong way at
2:55 a.m. “We had a unit right in that area,” said
Officer Denise Quesada. “Our units were there
literally almost as the collision occurred.”
“The 911 caller called it in at Imperial Highway,” Quesada said; she added that the officer
arrived on the freeway at Kramer Avenue. “Our
units were coming to the area when, I don’t know
if he actually witnessed or heard it or came upon
the aftermath, but he looked over the radio at
3:02 and there was a head-on collision.”
Shekell, who may have had alcohol in her system, was driving west on the eastbound side of
the 91 freeway when she collided with Miguel’s
truck around Lakeview Avenue.
According to the California Highway Patrol,
the Miguel family was driving back from a night
at Knott’s Berry Farm in Buena Park to their
home in San Bernardino.
“The passengers of the (Silverado) were not
wearing seat belts ... therefore, they sustained
major injuries, but everyone stayed within the
vehicle. I don’t believe anyone was ejected,”
Quesada said.
Shekell, who graduated from Cabrillo High
School in Lompoc, Calif., before moving to Fullerton, played on the school’s volleyball team.
She attended Cuesta College and Fullerton College before transferring to CSUF this semester.
Amanda Murray, a long-time friend from
Lompoc said, “We’ve been to a couple of parties
together, but we always had a designated driver.
She is responsible.”
Katie Pendleton, Shekell’s friend since kindergarten, stated that Shekell is familiar with
the dangers of driving drunk as two of her high
school friends, Brice Fabing and Mikey Terrones, died in a Halloween accident in 2005
when they crashed into a power pole.
The CHP are currently investigating Shekell
for possibly driving under the influence and depending on the results, the District Attorney can
press charges, Quesada said. “Obviously there
could be a DUI,” Quesada added.
Based on the history and evidence gathered
during the investigation process, Shekell could
be facing charges such as manslaughter or vehicular manslaughter.
Katelin Paiz, Patrick Cowles and Portia Bode
also contributed to this article.

New eateries for students at University Plaza Complex soon
By Katelin Paiz

Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com

The site under construction on
Nutwood Avenue next to the Cantina Lounge will contain both a
Habit Burger Grill and The Flame
Broiler. Hoping to appeal to hungry
students at Cal State Fullerton, the
location is set to open its doors in
early 2010.
“We like to locate next to schools
and colleges if possible because that
is where the future is,” said Young
Lee, president of The Flame Broiler.
The Flame Broiler will be among
four tenants of the University Plaza
complex.
Lee has signed a lease for a 1,200square-foot space in the area next to
the Cantina Lounge.
The Flame Broiler serves healthy
Korean-style fast food, according to
its Web site. Lee, a UCLA graduate,
opened the first location in Fullerton at Chapman and Raymond Avenues.
“I chose Fullerton because I was
living there and liked the quality of
the neighborhood,” Lee told the OC
Register.
Also in the University Plaza Complex will be the Habit Burger Grill,
which specializes in various types of
burgers and sandwiches.
The Irvine-based Habit Burger
Grill was unavailable for comment.
This location will be the 29th in its
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chain, but the second in Orange County; the first is in
Santa Ana.
The first Habit Burger stand
was opened over 30 years ago
in Santa Barbara, according to
their Web site.
Russ Khouri, vice president
of Investment Concepts Inc.,
the company that owns the
property, said that he is still
looking for two additional tenants to fill out the complex.
Khouri said that the property has been under the ownership of Investment Concepts
Inc. since before he came to
the company, and it has been
used for a variety of purposes
since its acquisition.
When the building was
first built it was a Denny’s,
said Khouri. Its most recent
purpose was that of an Indian
restaurant that burned down
several years ago.
In opening the new complex, Khouri said that he hopes
CSUF students will patronize
the restaurants.
Some students are excited
PHOTO By SHRUTI PATEL/Daily Titan Photo Editor
about the prospect of the new Next to Cantina Lounge will be another restaurant building which, once completed, will have a Habit Burger Grill and a Flame Broiler among other restaurants. The Cantina Lounge
eatery.
will still be open while the construction is underway.
“I think it’s kind of cool,”
said 23-year-old business mareally like the concept of that be- probably be a patron but, “The only ical science major, wondered wheth- “It’s a good idea giving people an opjor Lisa Osowski. “It’s nice to have cause it’s really hard to find a good thing is their prices because they’re er the university was getting a piece tion ... However, I think that there
more options than just the TSU.”
burger,” she said.
not the cheapest thing around for of the profits.
should be a way to recycle that monOsowski said that she looks forWhen it comes to The Flame college students.”
“There has to be something the ey back into the campus life someward to the Habit Burger Grill. “I Broiler, Osowski said that she would
Andrele King, a 23-year-old polit- university gets out of it,” King said. how.”
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IN OTHER NEWS New princess debuts at Magic Kingdom
INTERNATIONAL
Baghdad security is heightened after bombing

BAGHDAD (MCT) – The Iraqi government launched a massive security
operation in Baghdad as Iraqis buried their dead Monday, a day after a pair
of suicide attacks against government buildings killed dozens of people and
exposed the fragility of Iraq’s fledgling institutions.
The death toll increased to 155, including about 30 children, some of
whom were killed in a bus that was taking them to kindergarten, Interior
Ministry officials said. Hundreds more people were injured by the blasts,
officials said.
Police erected extra checkpoints around the downtown area housing the
Justice Ministry and the provincial government headquarters where the
bombings took place, as the Defense Ministry promised an investigation
into the “security breaches” that had allowed suicide bombers to penetrate
one of the most closely guarded areas in the city.

NATIONAL

FBI charges hundreds for child prostitution
WASHINGTON (MCT) – Federal officials announced Monday that 52
children had been saved and nearly 700 people had been arrested and charged
over the past three days in a nationwide crackdown on child prostitution.
Officials of the FBI, along with representatives of the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children and police agencies throughout the country,
said the arrests were the results of investigations in 36 cities.
The sweep, dubbed Operation Cross Country, is part of the Innocence
Lost National Initiative, started in 2003 to address child sex trafficking in
the U.S.
FBI investigators worked in tandem with the center to identify victimized
children and their exploiters. The Internet was the “greatest tool” at their
disposal, though it cut both ways because the alleged pimps use it to communicate with each other, Ernie Allen, president of the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children said.

STATE

Student struck by cops captured on video
San Jose (MCT) – San Jose police officials said on Sunday that four officers who were at the scene when a student was repeatedly struck with a baton
and shocked with a Taser stun gun have been placed on administrative leave
while the department reviews the incident captured on a cell phone video.
Police reports state that Officer Kenneth Siegel used his baton, and Officer Steven Payne used his Taser stun gun to subdue Phuong Ho, 20, a San
Jose State math major from Vietnam, whom the reports describe as violently
kicking and refusing to comply with orders as they attempted to place him
in handcuffs.
Experts who reviewed the video were concerned that Ho can be heard
moaning and expressed alarm that Ho appears handcuffed before the final
baton strike occurs.The video shows San Jose officers’ actions after they were
called because of an encounter between Ho and a roommate, Jeremy Suftin,
that began when Suftin slopped soap on Ho’s dinner steak. The two scuffled
and Ho picked up a steak knife, saying that in Vietnam “I would kill you” for
this. Suftin said he took it seriously, and the police were called.
Police reports state Ho ignored commands to stand in a hallway as officers
entered his room to check his wallet for identification.

For the Record
It is the policy of the Daily Titan to correct any inaccurate information printed in the publication as soon as the error is discovered. Any
incorrect information printed on the front page will result in a correction
printed on the front page. Any incorrect information printed on any
other page will be corrected on page 2. Errors on the Opinion page will
be corrected on that page. Corrections also will be noted on the online
version of the Daily Titan.
Please contact Executive Editor Skyler Blair at 657-278-5815 or at
execeditor@dailytitan.com with issues about this policy or to report any
errors.
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Photos courtesy MCT (Left) Fireworks blast off the top of the Liberty Belle Riverboat as Princess Tiana performs with dancers and a jazz band in the new “Tiana’s Showboat
Jubilee” during her debut day in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World, Monday. (Right) Princess Tiana waves to guests in front of Cinderella’s Castle during her debut parade
in Walt Disney World. Tiana, star of the upcoming Walt Disney Pictures animated feature film, “The Princess and the Frog,” will perform and greet guests at the park through Jan.
3, 2010.

14 killed in Afghan war
during helicopter crash
KABUL (MCT) – Fourteen
Americans died Monday in helicopter crashes in southern and western
Afghanistan, one of the deadliest
days for the United States in the Afghanistan war.
Ten died when a helicopter went
down in western Afghanistan, and
four were killed in a midair collision
between two helicopters in southern
Afghanistan, according to NATO
officials in Kabul.
The death toll could climb higher,
as some of the 14 U.S. survivors in
the two crashes were critically injured, the International Security As-

sistance Force said.
Both appeared to be accidents.
“In both incidents, there is no
evidence of hostile fire,” said Capt.
Mike Andrews, a NATO spokesman
in Kabul.
A total of 911 American troops
have died in the Afghan war, now
entering its ninth year; 281 of those
deaths came this year, according to
icasualties.org, a Web site that tracks
casualties in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Helicopters are lifelines for American troops in Afghanistan, ferrying
supplies and people to locations that
often are too dangerous or too re-

mote to reach by road and providing aerial firepower against insurgent
forces.
NATO officials wouldn’t immediately say exactly where the crashes

occurred or what types of helicopters
were involved. They said they wanted to wait until recovery operations
were complete and the next of kin
were notified.
In the southern Afghanistan collision, NATO officials said, four
service members died and two were
injured.
The western Afghanistan crash involved a helicopter that was carrying
U.S. and Afghan forces and American civilians to a compound that was
being searched for drugs.
Insurgents attacked during the
operation, and the resulting firefight
killed 12 of the enemy forces, according to NATO officials.
As the troops were departing the
area, the helicopter crashed, killing
seven U.S. service members and
three civilian government employees.
“Today the U.S. Embassy mourns
the loss of three civilian members of
our ... community and seven members of the U.S. military,” according
to a statement released by the U.S.
Embassy in Afghanistan.
Fourteen Afghans, 11 American
service members and one American
civilian were injured in that crash.
NATO officials also reported
the deaths of two American service
members Sunday in eastern Afghanistan. One was killed in a bomb
attack, and another died of wounds
suffered in an insurgent attack.
The deaths occurred as the United
States and other NATO nations are
preparing to provide security for the
Nov. 7 runoff election, a mammoth
joint undertaking with Afghan security forces to secure polling places
from insurgent attacks.
President Barack Obama, who’s
considering sending tens of thousands more troops to Afghanistan,
is monitoring election preparations
closely.
Widespread fraud marred the
first round Aug. 20. An audit found
hundreds of thousands of fraudulent
votes for President Hamid Karzai,
and a smaller number for his runoff
challenger, Dr. Abdullah Abdullah.
Abdullah fears that the second
round also could be marred by fraud,
and has expressed his distrust of the
Independent Election Commission,
which was established under Afghan
electoral law to oversee the voting.
On Monday, Abdullah demanded
that Azizullah Lodin, the Karzai appointee who chairs that commission,
step down.
Reuters reported that Abdullah
gave the commission until Saturday
to meet his demand, and until then
he’d “suspend all of our relations
with the commission.”
“Why should I resign?” the agency quoted Lodin as saying.
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Drag racer takes part in movement
Student has spent most of
the year test driving the
new Ford Fiesta
By Juan Saucedo

Daily Titan Staff Writer
features@dailytitan.com

There aren’t many experiences
that satisfy Cal State Fullerton student Courtney Force more than
speeding down the track in a dragster going 270 miles an hour.
Yet earlier this year, Force, the
21-year-old daughter of legendary
drag racer John Force, discovered
that she could also derive satisfaction from a totally different automotive experience.
In May, Force was one of 100
individuals nationwide participating in the Ford Fiesta Movement,
a marketing campaign by the Ford
Motor Company to promote the
launching of the 2010 Ford Fiesta
to a young Web-savvy generation
by using popular social networking
sites such as YouTube, Facebook,
Flickr and Twitter.
“Being part of the Fiesta Movement is all about getting the word
out,” said Force, a communications
major with an emphasis in entertainment studies.
Force said she submitted a video
via YouTube and that she was surprised when she received a call from
Ford management.
Ford’s Experiential Marketing
Manager, Jeff Eggen, said Force was
selected from among more than
4,000 people who applied to test
drive the car before its launching
next year.
“We selected people who already
had an established presence online,”
Eggen said. “These are people who
already had a network and who
have visibility online through social
media.”
The participants, which are called
“agents,” had the opportunity to
spend six months behind the wheel
of a European-spec Ford Fiesta.
During this period, they completed
monthly missions and shared their

experiences with their followers on
the Web, Eggen said.
Each agent received a different
mission that coincided with an
overall theme for a specific month.
The six themes were travel, adventure, social activism, technology, style and design, and entertainment.
“We’re trying to build awareness
of the Fiesta far in advance to the
vehicle’s release in the U.S.,” Eggen
said. “It’s about building awareness
in a different way, a way that breaks
through our target customers who
are young. These are people who
are in their teens, twenties and thirties.”
Eggen said a lot of people who
are the target customers do not
spend a great deal of time with
traditional media such as newspapers, radio and television, so it’s essential to reach them through the
Internet.
The Fiesta, which is part of Ford’s
line of subcompact vehicles, is being launched to compete with other
subcompact cars in the market.
Force, who has been drag racing
since she was 16 years old, said she
had to learn to drive stick shift before jumping into the driver seat of
the car.
Once she learned to drive standard vehicles during an unveiling
and training in Venice Beach, Force
said she had an incredible time driving the black Fiesta that was issued
to her.
“I’ve taken the Fiesta all the way
to Sonoma and down to Santa
Monica,” she said. “It has great gas
mileage.”
She said she likes the interior of
the car but the features are even better because it has voice command
capabilities.
“You can hit a button and tell it
to turn the air up or turn the heat
up,” Force said.
Although she enjoyed all the missions, she said her favorite mission
came in July during the style and
design theme.
For the mission, she had to decorate a friend’s apartment or office in
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PHOTO COURTESY FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Communications major Courtney Force poses with her first trophy from a national competition, held in Seattle, Wash. Force is participating in the Fiesta Movement, from May
until December, in which 100 people each drive their own 2010 Ford Fiesta.

a Feng Shui theme in an attempt to
see if it brought that person good
fortune.
Force decided to decorate a
teammate’s race car trailer in order
to bring him good luck.
After the mission, Force was the
one who received the good fortune.
She picked up her first national
event win in a competition held in
Seattle, Wash., and was then interviewed on ESPN regarding the victory and her involvement with the
Fiesta Movement.
“The Ford Fiesta had definitely
brought me good luck,” Force said.
Elise Miller, the Global Cars
communication coordinator for
Ford, said Force’s personality has
made her one of the better partici-

pants.
“We’re very happy,” she said.
“Courtney has been a great Fiesta
Movement agent.”
She said the agents will return the
vehicles to Ford at the beginning of
the LA Auto Show, which will be
held from Dec. 4 – 13.
At the moment, Miller believes
the marketing campaign has been
successful at getting the word out
about the car to people on the
Web.
“We’re really hoping that more
things like this could be done in the
future,” she said.
All up-to-date videos that document the agents’ adventures can be
seen on YouTube or at FiestaMovement.com.
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By Eric Broude

Daily Titan Staff Writer
features@dailytitan.com

The Primatology Student Association, a club on campus, is asking for
donations of old cell phones and ink
cartridges.
The profits from this fundraiser
will go toward the preservation of
orangutans, said Julie Cash, the club
president.
The phones and ink cartridges
the club collects will be given to
the Happy Hollow Park and Zoo,
which recycles the collections with
ECO-CELL, a cell phone recycling
program.
The zoo then donates all of the
funds generated from the program to
the Orangutan Conservancy, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the
“conservation of orangutans and their
habitat,” according to its Web site.
The Conservancy channels this
money into a general fund to be
used by conservation groups centered on the islands of Borneo and
Sumatra, the only places on Earth
where orangutans still live in the
wild, said Raffaella Commitante, a
Cal State Fullerton lecturer and one
of the vice presidents of the Orangutan Conservancy.
ECO-CELL does not simply recycle all of the phones.
Phones that are still in working
condition are donated to developing
countries, many of them in Africa,
where people can purchase them inexpensively, said Peter Fashing, faculty advisor for the PSA.
“The drive is a multi-tiered project,” Cash said. “It helps the environment and (people in) developing
countries, as well as primates.”
Orangutans are the most at risk of
the great apes.
“Studies believe that if the destruction to their habitat continues
at the same rate, then they could be
extinct in as little as 20 years,” Cash
said.
The orangutans are in danger
from logging, hunting, forest fires
and the destruction of forests for
the purposes of collecting palm oil,
Fashing said.
A series of bad years regarding forest fires caused by small fires burning out of control, due to the fuel
of underground coal has been a great
concern, Commitante said.

San Diego Comic-Con sells out of
certain badges nearly a year in advance
By Jameson Steed

For the Daily Titan

features@dailytitan.com

PHOTO COURTESY MCT
Pictured, an orphaned orangutan is one of the inhabitants of the Orangutan Care
Center in Borneo, Indonesia. Palm plantations are taking a toll on forests and native
species, such as orangutans. Cal State Fullerton’s Primatology Student Association is
collecting old cell phones and ink cartridges for the Happy Hollow Park and Zoo in San
Jose, Calif. The zoo runs recycles the items with ECO-CELL, generating funds for the
Orangutan Conservancy.

“The fires have become a yearly
problem,” she said.
Commitante also said that young
orangutans are often taken from
their parents for the pet trade.
In some countries, they are
thought to indicate positions of
power and it is seen as prestigious to
own an orangutan. There are centers
full of formerly captive orangutans
that have grown too large to handle,
Commitante said.
“They have very human faces, so
they are seen as a human child substitute,” Commitante added.
She also said that orangutans are
less protected than other endangered
primates.
“Gorillas have a much more romanticized image,” Commitante
said. “Of the great apes, orangutans
always seem to come in last.”
One of the main reasons orang-

utans are endangered, Fashing said,
is that they reproduce very slowly.
“They have the longest motherchild bond (of any primate),” Commitante said. “The mother will stay
around the child anywhere from five
to eight years.”
She added that female orangutans only have an average of three
offspring throughout their lives and
almost always one at a time.
The drive is an ongoing project.
A collection box has been set up
in the anthropology office in McCarthy Hall room 426.
The club meets every other Thursday at 4 p.m. in MH room 420.
“I force myself to be hopeful (for
the orangutans), even though it
doesn’t always seem like things are
going well,” Commitante said. “I
think there’s so much to learn from
them.”

San Diego Comic-Con ended
three months ago but has already
sold out of its four-day Preview
Night pass after raising the price
from $75 to $100 for adults and
$50 for juniors and seniors.
They also decided to separate
the four-day passes into having
or not having Preview Night access without a difference in the
prices.
Comic-Con is a four-day convention held at the San Diego
Convention Center in late July.
Attendees can buy single-day
passes which generally range from
$20 to $30 for adults and $10
to $20 for juniors and seniors,
depending on what day they attend.
Those who buy passes for all
four days are granted access to
Preview Night, when they can
walk the convention hall the
night before the convention.
Over the past couple of years,
Preview Night has hosted special
viewings of upcoming shows.
This year Warner Brothers
brought the pilots of “Vampire
Diaries,” “V” and “Human Target” and showed them to a packed
ballroom 20 months before any
of these pilots aired. Producer J.J.
Abrams premiered “Fringe” during Comic-Con 2008’s Preview
Night.
Non-preview passes have not
sold out and the single-day passes
have not gone on sale.
Last year, the four-day passes
sold out around March, a little
after the single-day passes had
gone on sale.
This year fans criticized Preview
Night, which is generally light in
crowds, as being over-packed.
“We were finding that Preview
Night was very crowded, and
we only have a finite amount of
space,” said David Glanzer, Comic-Con International’s director of
marketing and public relations.
Four-day badges giving access
to Preview Night sold out in Sep-

tember, Glanzer said.
national to renew their contract
Regarding the price increase on with the San Diego Convention
entry, Glanzer said the problems the Center, CCI is probably going to
convention is facing is flat income. look somewhere else,” Goldberg
“While our expenses begin to rise, said.
Goldberg believes that the bigour income does not. We’ve reached
gest candidates are Los Angeles,
out to sponsors,” Glanzer said.
Director of the new Long Beach for its proximity to the studios, or
Comic Con, Martha Donato, be- Las Vegas because it can handle
lieves the price change is an adjust- more people.
Goldberg doesn’t think the
ment to the current economic enviprice raise will have any effect on
ronment.
“We have great respect for the the other conventions but said,
SDCC organization, and knowing “Tickets are going to sell out fasthow much it costs to run a show the er and likely cost more” as time
size and scope of Comic-Con, we goes on.
“This will drive the people
understand their position,” Donato
said. “They’re giving the attendees who really want to go and hear
time to prepare for the price increase, their favorite comic creators talk
and the 2010 show will doubtless be and enjoy comic nerdery in all its
finest to go to (smaller convenas much fun as ever.”
tions) instead
San
Diego
of San Diego
Comic-Con has
Comic-Con,”
already
come
Meylikhov
under fire from
said. “That
long-time fans
makes me rewho feel the conally happy.
vention neglects
It’s without
comics and now
a doubt that
caters to movies,
television shows
– David Glanzer, you’ll see me
at places like
and holding panComic-Con’s director
New
York
els for fandoms
of marketing and public
Comic
Con
such as “Twirelations
but never at
light.”
San
Diego
At this year’s
convention, thousands of screaming Comic-Con for that exact reagirls and their mothers filled Hall son.”
Glanzer addressed the rumors
H for the “New Moon” panel held
Thursday after waiting in line since of Comic-Con moving from San
Tuesday night. Questions like, “Box- Diego to Los Angeles or Las Veers, briefs or nothing?” were asked gas.
“We have a contract (in San
of stars Robert Pattinson and Taylor
Lautner by women who a Comic- Diego) until 2012,” Glanzer
said. We’re hoping the city would
Con regular dubbed “TwiMoms.”
“It’s become very apparent that move forward with its expansions
comics have become a side note to all (of the convention center).”
He further said that some of
the big glamour brought in by Hollywood and general big businesses,” the ideas for expanding the space
said Matthew Meylikhov, the editor- in which the convention could be
in-chief of Multiversity Comics, a held would be erect tents, which
blog site that covers all things comic- Glanzer said would increase
costs.
related.
“We want to make this pleaSenior Editor of Collider.com
Matt Goldberg sees the price increase surable ... We want to try to stay
as a raising cost of staying at the San in San Diego as long as we can,”
Glanzer said.
Diego Convention Center.
Features Editor Christine Ama“What this means is that when it
comes time for Comic-Con Inter- rantus contributed to this article.
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We want to make
this pleasurable ...
We want to try to
stay in San Diego as
long as we can.

“

Ape lovers collect for conservancy
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A cruelty-free life
By Brenna Phillips

For the Daily Titan

opinion@dailytitan.com

Does playing fantasy sports ruin the experience of watching those sports?

By Brian Whitehead
For the Daily Titan

opinion@dailytitan.com

I was introduced to fantasy
sports in 2005. A fantasy rookie
at the time, I had the second
overall pick in a 10-team fantasy
football league.
San Diego Chargers running
back LaDainian Tomlinson, the
consensus as the no. 1 pick, was
taken first.
With running backs Shaun
Alexander, Larry Johnson, Tiki
Barber and Edgerrin James still
on the board, I shunned conventional wisdom and drafted
second-year Bills running back,
Willis McGahee.
Faster than you can say “fantasy bust,” everyone erupted in
laughter like I had just drafted
Rumer Willis or Willis Jackson.
To make a long story short,
three things happened that year:
1. My top pick finished with
only five touchdowns. 2. I predictably finished in last (as you
should whenever you take Willis McGahee second in any draft
not called “Most Nauseating
Slow Motion Replay of an ACL
Tear”). 3. I learned to hate fantasy sports.
Truth is, I haven’t been able to

enjoy a sporting event since ’05.
Every game, for as long as I can
remember, has been a conundrum
of mixed loyalties, highs and lows,
and unnecessary stress.
In essence, every at-bat, every
shot, and every play has been an
emotional roller coaster ride that
seems to end with the same unsettling feeling you get after disgorging a funnel cake.
See, the fact of the matter is,
once you put money down on
something you have no control
over – a ballgame, a fantasy team –
any inkling of fun vanishes, almost
instantly, like the publication of
O.J. Simpson’s ridiculously-titled
book “If I Did It,” only faster.
For example, if I had $20 riding
on a game of shuffleboard played
between two decaying 89-year-olds
wearing loincloths and penny loafers, I wouldn’t be able to enjoy it.
(Come on, old man! What are you
doing? You’re killing me!)
I guess it just comes with the
territory.
For two years now, I’ve traded in
my ability to freely watch a baseball/basketball/football game for a
shot at prosperity.
It’s a love/hate relationship, really, one that has betrayed and bitchslapped gamblers everywhere.
Playing fantasy sports has made
enemies of players I admire and
heroes of players I despise. I don’t
like it. Sadly, every season I find
myself cheering for at least one
player who’s been arrested for domestic abuse or some sort of drug
possession.
Fantasy sports: Where forgiveness happens.
Well, unless your name is Willis
McGahee.

By Nick Fortes

Daily Titan Staff Writer
opinion@dailytitan.com

It’s fourth down, just two seconds left on the clock and Brett
Favre scrambles out and throws
the ball deep toward the end
zone.
The ball is caught by Greg Lewis for the touchdown and with
time expiring for a Hail Mary,
Minnesota Vikings victory.
But you’re not a Vikings or a
San Francisco 49ers fan, you’re
a Dallas Cowboys fan, and you
may have missed it if Favre or
Adrian Peterson wasn’t on your
fantasy team.
You may have missed that
game if you hadn’t had anyone to
root for on either team, but you
did.
You saw the best end to a game
this season thus far and all because
you wanted to see your quarterback score to boost the stats of
your team in a fantasy league that
most likely you won’t win.
Either way, playing fantasy
sports allows the average fan to
become even more involved in
the sport.
It not only keeps fans interested in teams that they normally wouldn’t pay any attention

to, but it brings in viewers to the
games, which brings more money
to TV networks and the NFL.
The friendly competition between people who have no control
over how the player will play or
even see the field, and the constant
updating of teams and rosters to
keep their team at the top brings
continual excitement to those involved.
Fantasy sports is an avenue
for those who can’t actually play
the sport to show their mediocre
knowledge of the game.
But nonetheless, it’s irrelevant
because the rudimentary means
to play fantasy sports is solely the
casual fan becoming a more indepth fan, and maybe a richer fan
as well.
Once betting became a part of
fantasy sports the game became
even better.
Now with not only pride on the
line with every snap, the chance of
winning the league championship
and the prize money makes it even
more exciting than before.
With leagues having buy-ins
from $5 to $500 or more, there can
be a lot more on the line than just a
win for the week.
Fantasy sports save the fans who
unfortunately root for sub-par
teams and allows the fan another
outlet of excitement when he sees
Peterson run for a 75-yard touchdown for six fantasy points and a
Minnesota win, even if they hate
the Vikings.
Bottom line, playing fantasy
sports enhances the viewing experience and brings fans closer to the
games and the players they watch
by being more encapsulated in the
sports and competing with friends.

I know. Who wants to read
another article about the horrors
of animal testing? It’s a tired subject, but up until the past three
weeks I’ve remained completely
ignorant to how appalling subjecting animals to clinical testing
really is.
My epiphany came while
watching Reese Witherspoon in
the classic film “Legally Blonde 2:
Red, White, and Blonde.” Long
story short: Witherspoon’s character, Elle Woods, introduces a bill
to the House of Representatives
in an attempt to stop animal testing, and more importantly, free
her Chihuahua’s mother from the
evil clutches of a cosmetics manufacturer.
An hour
later, I was
on
the
PETA Web
site watching footage
of bunny
rabbits,
monkeys,
gerbils and
kittens being injected,
prodded and sliced open so I can
wear lipstick. I cried.
Usually, I would never allow
an organization’s propaganda to
make me completely reevaluate
my cleaning products, shampoo, makeup and clothing. I
consider myself to be a very rational thinker, not easily swayed
by other’s opinions. But how can
I put on my Colin Stuart white
leather pumps without feeling
guilty now?
At least 115 million animals,
from rats to dogs, are subjected
to testing each year in the United
States, according to Stopanimaltests.com.
Testing on animals seems archaic and unnecessary with recent technology at hand. Testing

“

products using in vitro, computer
models and human tissues has
proven to be more effective and
inexpensive, according to Peta.
org.
With more companies “going
green,” it has become easier to
find merchandise adorned with
the phrase, “this product is not
tested on animals” on the back.
Target has launched Method, a
line of hand soap, laundry detergent, bathroom cleaner and other
household items that are all considered “green,” and, you guessed
it, are not tested on animals.
The same goes for Clorox’s
“Green Works” cleaning products, which have now replaced
Mr. Clean and Scrubbing Bubbles in my closet.
However, here’s the part where
everyone can criticize me: The
other night
I had the filet mignon
for dinner
at Claim
Jumper.
Before
you start
judging and
typing out
your letters
to the editor, let me
remind you of the life lesson Mufasa taught Simba in “The Lion
King”: it’s the circle of life.
My lifestyle may not be 100
percent PETA certified, I’m just
not ready to replace filet mignon
with tofu quite yet. It’s called
baby steps.
So, while you may not see me
at the next New York Fashion
Week, flinging buckets of crimson paint on fur-donning fashionistas, I will continue to give
my home and wardrobe an “animal-testing free” overhaul.
As for anyone looking for
$150 Colin Stuart leather pumps
to wear, you can find them at a
discounted price in the Goodwill
store on Chapman Avenue in
Fullerton.

At least 115 million
animals, from rats to
dogs, are subjected to
testing each year.

“
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Nerdgasm
“Exploring the highs and lows of nerd culture”

Playboy steals the Internet’s idea
by ashleigh johnson

Daily Titan Copy Editor
opinion@dailytitan.com

I’m going to do something a little
different this week; a change of pace,
if you will. A sexy, sexy change of
pace.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have officially purchased my first issue of
Playboy. That’s right, I’m a big girl
now! Maybe soon I’ll give using the
toilet a try. What can I say? I dream
big.
Yes, I can now rightfully take my
place amongst the perverted and depraved.
Granted, this is Playboy, a magazine that is swiftly gaining a reputation of losing its edge, but that’s beside the point.
I too have done the infamous walk
of shame, avoiding the eye contact
of fellow customers as they stared at
me accusingly.
“Leper!” They screamed, collectively donning their cloaks and
hoods as they prepared for my public execution in an attempt to restore
the community’s honor.
I may have slightly embellished
the truth in that last part. Though
my grandmother did ask me if I was
Lebanese. I think she meant lesbian,
but who knows?
But it’s all worth it, my friends.
No nerd-related column would be
complete without covering what will
surely be hailed through the ages as a
landmark event.

Marge Simpson, of “The Simpsons,” was a centerfold in the most
recent issue of the magazine.
I’ll give you a moment to let that
sink in. The extreme sexiness that is.
Wow, I never thought I’d ever type
that. God, I hate myself right now.
By the way, for anyone looking
to find out if the proverbial curtain
matches the drapes, prepare yourselves for disappointment, as the
iconic TV mom only shows off the
little Marges.
It’s OK though, because it’s for
the charity known as Saving and Preserving Historic Gazebos (SPHG).
Yes, it’s a made up charity, and no, I
am not making this up. That’s what
Simpson herself says in the Playboy
interview.
Oh, I didn’t mention that there’s
an interview with the cartoon character in the newest issue of Playboy?
Because there is.
Touché, Matt Groening and
Hugh Hefner. Touché, indeed.
It has always been my life-long aspiration to become an evil genius, or
at the very least a decent professional
troll. But this is simply unfair.
Truly, Groening and Hefner have
upped the ante by taking a character
loved by millions and turning it into
wank fodder for the masses.
And to think, they did it with just
enough tongue-in-cheek humor that
no one could fully criticize them.
Sure, there were the expected giggles and eye-rolling, but these same
people later lined up to snatch up

the special collector’s issues with the
jaundiced one herself on the cover.
Allow me to reiterate: two people
who thought that it would be a sweet
idea to feature a semi-nude cartoon
character got money for their shenanigans. Their evil scheme, while
certainly creepy, is also brilliant.
Please, good sirs, please teach me.
I don’t want to just learn your
methods — oh no — I want to be
you.
Is there a training course that I
can enroll in? A magic spell that can
be cast upon me?
Because if so, there’s a certain
time-traveling wizard who I need to
apologize to.
In order to show my worthiness,
I’ve thought of a list of other ways to
turn beloved characters into creepy,
perverted images that will surely
make their fans uncomfortable,
yet curious enough to buy millions
upon millions of copies of whatever
publication their pictures appear in.
Here’s a sample:
1. My Little Pony in bondage.
2. Mario stormin’ Peach’s “castle”
3. Smurfs smurfing Smurfette.
4. Bugs Bunny bukkake.
5. Powerpuff Girls wincest (It’s
basically an act of hot sex between
family members, which makes it
WINcest according to www.urbandictionary.com).
I may have had some help on the
last three, apparently my pervert-omatic is broken.
Still, call me.

For the record
Articles written for the Daily Titan by columnists, other Cal State
Fullerton students or guests do not necessarily reflect the view of the
Daily Titan or Daily Titan Editorial Board. Only the editorials are
representative of the views of the Daily Titan Editorial Board.
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A ‘Sublime’ revival

By Brittny Ulate

Daily Titan Detour Editor
opinion@dailytitan.com

“That which we call a rose by any
other name would smell as sweet.” In
this case, Shakespeare had it wrong.
A name does not become irrelevant
when it comes to bands and the integrity of their sound.
Members of a band should not
continue to use a name when not
all the members can equally benefit
from the use of it.
Sublime reincarnate performed at
this year’s Smokeout Festival over the
weekend and received some mixed
reviews.
The band, which disbanded after
lead singer and songwriter Bradley Nowell died from an overdose
13 years ago, declined to call their
performance with new singer Rome
Ramirez a “reunion,” instead opting
to label it a “celebration,” according
to a Rolling Stone article.
Either way, they should not have
been billed as “Sublime.”
Sublime no longer exists because
not all the members, and most importantly the main songwriter of the
group’s hit songs, were present on
stage.
Nowell was the heartbeat of the
group, and based on past attempts of
surviving members Eric Wilson and
Bud Gaugh to restart their music
careers (which haven’t been too successful), he is very much needed.
Sublime fans would love it if

their favorite band were somehow
reunited and could come out with
new music, much like women across
the world would probably like to see
Heath Ledger in another starring
role. Problem is, this is just not going to happen.
These people are dead, and much
like their physical form, their talent
is gone as well. Come to terms and
move on, people.
Not to say bands cannot soldier
on after a member has passed. The
most successful example would have
to be AC/DC when they replaced
deceased original singer Bon Scott
with Brian Johnson.
This worked only because
AC/DC had not reached its height
of success prior to Scott’s death. The
band released their most popular album “Back in Black” with Johnson.
Sublime had already reached its
pinnacle of success with the release
of “40 Oz. to Freedom.”
Even though Nowell had already
passed before they released the album, he was still a part of that success. The group became popular
with him, and it is just not the same
without him.
Wilson and Gaugh should take
note of The Doors’ surviving members: John Densmore, Ray Manzarek
and Robby Krieger, and their many
attempts at resurrecting their band.
Pay attention boys, it doesn’t work,
especially when facing an uphill
battle with the estate of the deceased
singer.

Nowell’s family is threatening a
lawsuit against Wilson and Gaugh
if they try and play under the Sublime moniker. So before they even
try and make it work with Ramirez,
they should really consider if it’ll be
worth it. Will Sublime fans accept
Ramirez as a permanent replacement
for Nowell?
Reviews of the band’s Smokeout
performance are mixed. Based on a
YouTube clip of the performance,
Ramirez sounded decent, but he did
not have the same quality of Nowell’s voice, which combined punk
and ska sounds into a smooth mix
that became unmistakably and undeniably Sublime’s trademark. At
best, Ramirez is a good cover artist.
Ramirez did not do justice to the
words that were written by Nowell,
and really the members of this new
Sublime should not be allowed to
profit from his words unless they are
given permission to do so by his estate, which it doesn’t seem like they
will.
They definitely do not have permission to use the name since the
Nowell family is claiming Bradley
registered Sublime under his own
name. If the late singer had the foresight to do this, then his decision
should be honored.
If this newly grouped threesome
think they are talented enough to
gain success, they should do so under
a new name and new material, not
off the back of a group that ceased to
exist the moment the singer did.

Straight girls and gay clubs
By Lauren Felechner

Daily Titan Staff Writer
opinion@dailytitan.com

I have some exciting news: My recent distaste that had grown for the
male species has successfully been
restored. I am once again a fan of the
opposite sex, and it is all thanks to
the gay population.
After a devastating end to an almost three-year relationship, I swore
off men with the conclusion that
they were incapable of keeping their
junk in their pants.
Then, I ventured out to new territory, where I wouldn’t be preyed
upon and fed cheesy pick up lines
like, “I lost my number can I have
yours?” and where I wouldn’t fear
running into my ex: a gay club.
This was, however, one of the
most refreshing experiences I have
had in a long time. I felt relaxation
amongst all of the eccentricity.
I didn’t have to worry about
these boys pressing their man-candy
against me in line at the bar.
I was able to dance without some
horny guy trying to hump me on the
dance floor. Instead, I was being spun
and dipped by gentlemen. I was told

I was “fierce” and “adorable,” rather
than “hot” or “bangin’.”
It makes sense for guys who obviously have no intention of trying to
take me home with them to treat me
with some respect.
I would love to be treated like a
lady by straight men like I was by
the gay ones. I think straight men
should take a few tips from the gays,
and not only in mannerisms and behavior.
Gay guys know how to dress
and move on the dance floor. They
weren’t trying to bust a hole in the
back of my dress or flop around like
a fish out of water. There were actually a few I wish would trade teams.
I went to the club with a couple
girlfriends and left with a couple
more. Trust me, I can appreciate
masculinity in a man, and there
were a few where I would never have
guessed their sexual orientation.
However, there is something so
appealing and intriguing when a
man understands a woman’s point of
view, and there is no pressure in the
encounter.
From the gay men I have grown
to adore in my life, I have found
that their sense of honesty is either

black or white. There are no shades
of gray or beating around the bush;
however, they do it with the best of
intentions.
The gay men I know live such a
carefree life in the sense that they are
who they are and they embrace it, allowing others to do the same.
I really noticed this at the club
as well. They had fun on the dance
floor, and it became their stage. I
couldn’t help but be fascinated by
it and, to an extent, envious of the
freedom they exuded.
I didn’t sit in conversations with
my “bullshit-radar” on full blast the
entire time. I wasn’t analyzing the
words being exchanged or their body
language. Instead, I was enveloped
by genuine and humorous conversation. I laughed a lot and had fun.
I think when it came down to it,
all in all, it felt good to interact with
boys on a platonic basis and not have
the sexual aspect that I am used to
come into play.
Sometimes a girl just needs to let
her hair down. And one of the best
pieces of advice I obtained that night
was, “Sweetheart, boys aren’t meant
to complete us but to compliment
us.” And he was so right.

Web perspectives
Comments from readers of the Daily Titan

Re: “Cal State Fullerton student involved in head-on collision”
When will people learn that drinking and driving do not mix? After the tragedy involing Nick Adenhart
and our fellow CSUF students, it’s somewhat ironic that this crash occured on the same night the Angels were
eliminated from the playoffs. Let’s pray the two children sitting in the backseat don’t die.
– Ivan B.
Re: “Two dead after head-on collision with CSUF student”
People died because she was driving the wrong way on a Fast Trak and most likely under the influence. And
she hit them head on. Yes, they should have been wearing their seat belts, but more importantly, she should
not have been on the road in the first place.
– Tiffany
Re: “Jon and Kate plus hate”
Hi Rachel, long time reader, first time commenter. OK, first of all want to say you are a wonderful writer
and have a strong voice.
But the main reason behind my commenting is, the hostility and tone you took in this article. I could not
help but feel a great sense of negativity and mockery towards Jon’s choice of apparel.
I don’t know what you have towards Ed Hardy clothing. I know everyone is entitled to their own opinions.
But it was pretty low for you to scorn at, what in my opinion is a pretty “chill” clothing line. I personally like
wearing Ed Hardy because it makes me feel rich without having to take out a second loan from the bank. It is
an affordable way to look like a million bucks.
Not only does it create the illusion of wealth and a heightened sense of fashion, but the images of thorned
roses, bleeding hearts and crouching panthers across my chest give off a vibe that I am dangerous and ready to
rumble, which the ladies dig.
But all in all, keep up the writing, but next time keep in mind the feelings and fashion choices of your beloved readers (if that is not to much to ask).
– EdHardy4Eva
Re: “CSUF police treat marijuana as an illegal substance”
“Prescriptions” for medical marijuana are easy to get? Hardly compared to how easy it is to get prescriptions for other, harder, more dangerous pharmaceutical drugs. Recently, I went into the doctor with a sprained
shoulder. After a quick X-ray, which showed no fractures, etc., he (without me asking) quickly wrote me a
prescription for 30 Vicodin.
Thinking about it later, I realized that I could’ve been faking (I really wasn’t though) and would’ve walked
out with 30 Class III narcotic pills. My uncle who has severe migraines, however, had to provide copies of
his many MRIs and extensive medical records documenting his disease before a doctor would prescribe him
medical marijuana. The irony is that eating the whole bottle of Vicodin would’ve surely killed me, but eating
an entire crop of marijuana wouldn’t have. (Still, I wouldn’t recommend it.)
That said, I’m much more concerned about the dangers of prescription drug abuse than I am about the
abuse of marijuana, but I’d never argue that we should curtail the prescribing of narcotic painkillers out of
fears of abuse. After all, it’s not the pain patients’ problem, but rather the individual addict making the bad
choices.
– Concerned Parent
The preceding are the opinions of the www.dailytitan.com commenters and are not necessarily the views
of the Daily Titan, its staff or Cal State Fullerton. Comments are edited for grammer and A.P. Style.
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Slain UCONN football player laid to rest in Miami

photo courtesy mct
Louisville running back Victor Anderson is chased down by Connecticut’s Jasper Howard (6) in fourth-quarter action. UCONN
defeated Louisville, 38-25, at Rentschler Field, Saturday, Oct. 17, in Hartford, Connecticut.

(MCT) – One by one, they came
to shed tears, share memories and
say good-bye to the young football
star and soon-to-be father they knew
and loved.
Jasper Howard was laid to rest
Monday afternoon, more than a
week after being fatally stabbed in
the stomach after a late night campus party at the University of Connecticut on the morning of Oct. 18.
No one has been charged with the
death of the 20-year-old former Miami Edison High football and track
star. As police spent the weekend
searching storm drains and a nearby
lake where Howard was killed, family and friends continued to mourn.
“He was the ultimate son, the
ultimate brother, the ultimate teammate and the ultimate friend,” University of Connecticut coach Randy
Edsall said. “And he was going to be
the ultimate husband.”
On Monday, several hundred people participated in “the celebration of
Howard’s life” inside the New Birth
Missionary Baptist Church in North
Miami. His mother Joangela Howard, father Alex Moore, two younger
sisters, and his 18-year-old pregnant
girlfriend Daneisha Freeman sat near
the dark blue coffin where his body
laid as others spoke about him.
Flanked next to the family, the
entire University of Connecticut
football team, which arrived in four
large white buses. The players wore
ribbons with the initials JH and 6,
Howard’s number, pinned to their
suit jackets.

Two pictures of Howard, one
signed by the University of Miami
football team and the other signed
by members of Clemson’s football
program, were displayed near the
casket along with several floral arrangements.
Miami Edison school administrators presented Howard’s family with
a large frame – inside were all three
jerseys Howard wore on the football,
basketball and track teams when he
was a Red Raider. The school’s chorus sang the alma mater.
Howard was dressed in a light
blue suit with blue and gray football
gloves similar to those he wore on
the field. When his coffin was closed,
tears began to flow freely.
“I went by early yesterday morning and stayed about an hour. I
got a chance to be alone with him,
which was great,” said Corey Bell,
who coached Howard at Edison and
is now the director of football operations at the University of Miami
and broke down into tears speaking
about his former player.
“I told him I was proud of him,
that I loved him. One thing about
Jazz, he always stayed focused, humble and hungry – all the things you
tell them as you coach them. You
wonder if they listen. But you he did.
He was doing a tremendous job.”
Howard, who was a junior at, had
a wide range of friends – many of
them football players – who spoke
on his behalf and others who were
simply there to say good-bye. Cornerback Brandon Harris and re-

ceiver Davon Johnson, who grew up
playing with Howard, were among
the dozen or so University of Miami players who were with Howard’s
family Sunday and again Monday.
“It’s a very sad occasion. Everybody here is to pay respect for a
fallen soldier,” Harris said. “He was
just trying to go to school and make
something of himself. Sometimes
people think this can’t happen to
college football players. But this just
shows you it can and we have to appreciate life.”
Florida International cornerback
Anthony Gaitor spoke first. “I know
you’re in a better place, bro,” Gaitor
said. “I know you’re watching over
me. I promise to make it for you.”
Linebacker Kijuan Dadney, Howard’s first college roommate, read a
poem compiled by the UConn football team entitled – UConn’s Angel.
“I remember the first time I saw
Jazz, he had his dreads hanging,
shorts and sandals on with no socks,”
Huskies receiver Kashif Moore said.
“He liked to make people laugh. He
had a good strong heart – he got that
from his mother.
“Everyone knew Jazz had a heart
of a lion. And if they didn’t know,
he’d show them. He’d never back
down from a challenge. That’s how
Jazz was. It could be a 7-foot receiver. He wouldn’t back down. Jazz
had a lot of swag. It’s unfortunate his
daughter won’t be able to know him.
But we’ll have a lot of stories to tell.
She’ll have 105 uncles. I promise
you that. We’ll all miss Jazz.”

Angels have only themselves to blame for big stage woes
(MCT) – The stadium was the
same. Same 60 feet and 6 inches,
same 90 feet, same 314 feet down
right-field.
Somehow the stage was too big.
The Angels reached the breakthrough moment of a poignant and
powerful season here Sunday night,
and they tripped over the final step.
At times they tried to sneak up on
this American League Championship Series Game 6 as if the Yankees
might not hear them. At times they
indeed joined the fight with the Yankees. And at a very critical time they

were just awful.
The 5-2 loss, and 4-2 series loss,
was absorbed by the more tentative
team, and that team will not be seen
again in its current form.
Joe Saunders, unbeaten since he
returned from the disabled list and
a success when he has visited big
rooms before, pitched in a hairshirt.
He threw first-pitch balls to 15 of
the 22 Yankees he faced, walked five
of them, struck out none, and had to
dance like Helio Castroneves to avoid
burial. Three walks in the fourth,
when the Yankees scored three for a

photos courtesy mct
Derek Jeter, Alex Rodriguez and Mark Teixeira celebrate a 5-2 victory over the Angels in
Game 6 of the ALCS at Yankee Stadium Sunday.

3-1 lead, ended his night.
“They’re patient hitters and you
need to be throwing strikes, and I
wasn’t throwing enough,” Saunders
said later, after folding some red and
gray sweatshirts and dropping them
into his bag. “I thought I threw
some good pitches and didn’t get
too many breaks. Five feet here, five
feet there, and there are some double
plays maybe instead of hits.
“They’ve got good hitters. They’ve
had experience in these situations
and they know how to handle them.
I think, the more you go through
something like this, the better prepared you are.”
Except the Yankees, who will
chase their 27th world championship beginning Wednesday against
the Phillies, haven’t had much good
experience lately. This is their first
World Series since 2003. That’s like
Brazil not winning a soccer championship since 2003. And it will be the
initial Series for everyone in the Yankee batting order except Derek Jeter
andJorge Posada.
“Maturity,” Torii Hunter said.
“A-Rod (Alex Rodriguez), you don’t
play with him right now. He’s got
the short stroke now. He’s not trying
to do too much like he did in the
other postseasons.”
Maybe the Angels were too mature, too much big-picture. In Game
5 they hung four runs on A.J. Burnett before he worked up a lather.
Here, Pettitte leaned on a gliding
breaking ball to get early strikes, and
the Angels watched dutifully. Seven
of their first 15 hitters took called
strike one and five of them were
down 0-2.
In the sixth, with Bobby Abreu on
third and Vladimir Guerrero on second, Kendry Morales got a centered
3-and-1 fastball and dribbled it right
back to Pettitte with two out.
Pettitte is not just here for ceremonial purposes, of course. He
has now won more series-clinching
games than any starter in playoff
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The New York Yankees’ Johnny Damon connects on a 2-RBI single against the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim in the fourth inning of
Game 6 of the ALCS at Yankee Stadium in Bronx, New York, Sunday, Oct. 25.

history. But it was odd to watch the
Angels play such a large game as if
they were waiting for somebody to
call a penalty.
Then they brought vaudeville
back to Yankee Stadium in the
eighth after a boffo performance last
weekend. If it wasn’t Howie Kendrick dropping throws on bunts, it
was Scott Kazmir air-mailing them
against the wall.
Five of the Yankees’ 33 ALCS
runs were unearned, but that only
hints at the damage.
“If you’d told me we were going

to play defense like that,” Saunders
said, “I would have laughed in your
face.”
With all of that, the Angels only
trailed 3-2 going into the bottom of
the eighth. They got that second run
because of their best offensive player
in this series.
And Guerrero’s true DVR moment came in that eighth, when he
took ball three from Mariano Rivera,
thought it was ball four (he doesn’t
have much experience with that, you
know), fouled off a couple of toothsome cutters—and then slapped a

base hit to right-field for an RBI.
That made him 3 for 4 and gave him
a .370 series average.
It probably was the final Angel atbat for one of two MVPs in club history and the man who led the Angels
through all sorts of dark places for
six years. And it hung the first playoff run on Rivera since 2001.
You don’t gain maturity when you
lose your best veterans, but that’s tomorrow’s issue. At the moment, you
have a team that went a long, long
way until it got to the golden step.
Sometimes you need a little spring.
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TUFFY THE TITAN MASCOT
TRYOUT!!
Do you love getting involved???
Interested in being a part of the
CSUF Spirit Squad??? We’re
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CHARISMATIC individuals to
tryout for Tuffy the Titan Mascot!!
Dance, Cheer and Tumbling Skills
are not required, but definitely a
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LOCATION: KHS-203
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ATTN: USERS OF YAZ®
OR
YASMINE®
BIRTH
CONTROL
The birth control pills Yaz® or
Yasmin® have been linked to the
following side effects:
1. Gall Bladder Disease
2. Blood Clots/Deep
Thrombosis
3. Pulmonary Embolism
4. Stroke
5. Heart Attack
6. Organ Failure

Vein

If you have taken Yaz® or
Yasmine® and have suffered any
of the above, you may be entitled to compensation. For a free
consultation, please call our Yaz®
and Yasmin® Hotline at 1-800722-0765. Nadrich & Cohen, LLP,
Lawyers.
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HOW TO PLAY:
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9; each
column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9: and each
set of boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9.
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Think Different. Think Simon.

With construction of a new stadium, Los Angeles fans
might not wait long to have a team to call their own.
By simon liang

Daily Titan Asst. Sports Editor
sports@dailytitan.com

Last
week,
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger made the best move
of his political career by signing a bill
to start the construction of a 75,000
seat-stadium in the City of Industry.
Why is this significant? At a time
when unemployment is sky high,
this project will bring approximately
18,000 jobs. Another bonus is that
we are one step closer to having a
National Football League team here
in the Southland.
LA has been without a team since
1994, and this is the closest we have
been to getting a team.
But hold on a minute, the NFL
still has to approve everything and

see if they even want to let a team
migrate to the second-largest media
market in the U.S. The NFL has
talked about not wanting to expand
to more teams, so we just might have
to inherit one of the worst teams in
the league.
It would be great if we were able
to create our own expansion team
here. I wonder what names would
come up. I really like LA Avengers,
but that is taken by the Arena Football League, which is on hiatus.
Fantasies aside, let’s explore the
real-life possibilities of the squads
that might transfer to the new stadium in LA.
Buffalo Bills: Their market might
be small, and they might be the thirdmost popular team in New York, but
they were seventh in attendance in

“

photo courtesy mct
Kansas City Chiefs safety Jarred Page, right, was pushed aside by Oakland Raiders running back Darren McFadden, left, during the
third quarter on Sept. 14, 2008, at Arrowhead Stadium in Kansas City, Missouri. The Raiders defeated the Chiefs 23-8.

in the Southland even after all these
years. The Raiders have some of the
league’s most passionate fans but
they have been near the bottom of
attendance mainly because the team
hasn’t been competitive since its last
trip to the Super Bowl in 2003. As
long as Al Davis is the owner, the
Raiders are going nowhere fast. As
much as I would hate for them to
move back here, I can feel that the
change
is
only a matter of time.
Chance: 80
percent.
( D i s claimer: The
percentages
were thought
of when I
looked into
my big crystal
ball. Do not
go to Vegas using these numbers.)
If it were up to me I would love
for the Chargers to move up to LA
but I know it will not happen. Davis
will probably get his way and all hell
will break loose in LA.
Welcome Raider Nation, you left
us for 15 years but you just might
grow on me. It’s going to be a love/
hate relationship for years to come.

If it were up to me
I would love for the
Chargers to move up
to LA but I know it
will not happen.

“
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St. Louis Rams quarterback Kyle Boller attempts a pass against the Minnesota Vikings.

2008. Their stadium is a little outdated, and I just don’t see them moving cross country; although the LA
Bills doesn’t have that bad of a ring
to it. Chance: 10 percent.
San Francisco 49ers: They are
playing in the third oldest NFL stadium. The team’s value has dropped
completely. The big problem I have
would be that the LA 49ers does not
go together at all. Also, there have already been numerous discussions to
build a new stadium in Santa Clara,
Calif. for the 49ers. Chance: 20 percent.
Minnesota Vikings: They have
increased their popularity in the last
couple of years with the emergence
of Adrian Peterson and the addition
of Brett Favre. They have wanted
to move out of the Metrodome for
quite some time, but local taxpayers have turned down proposals for
a new stadium. Even the Minnesota
Twins got a new ballpark. Chance:
25 percent.
Jacksonville Jaguars: This team
constantly has trouble selling tickets and they are close to last in team
revenue. The interest in the Jaguars
is dying year after year; they deserve
to play in another city. Chance: 30
percent.
San Diego Chargers: They have
been trying to get a new stadium for
longer than I can remember. Their
move up north would be welcomed.
Many So Cal fans already root for
the Chargers. LA Chargers probably sounds the best out of all the
other teams.
Chance: 50
percent.
St. Louis
Rams: They
have been in
LA
before
so it will be
nothing new
to them. Their
fan base in St.
Louis is terrible and they
have some of the worst attendances
in the entire NFL. It is clearly a baseball town. If they do come back it
would not be a total shock. Chance:
75 percent.
Oakland Raiders: Or should I say
your future LA Raiders? Honestly,
the Raiders in LA would be chaotic
especially with their cult following.
The “Raider Image” stores are still
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San Francisco 49ers’ running back Frank Gore leaves St. Louis Rams’ defenders in his
wake as he scores on a 32-yard run on Sept. 17, 2006.

